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ABSTRACT 

 

Collision warning and avoidance is the main method of the satellite risk mitigation to the catalog debris. The 
precision improvement and collision warning confidence analysis are the main problems of the current collision 
warning work. This paper first introduced the collision warning work flow and development in NSSC(National 
Space Science Center,Chinese Academy of Sciences). Then some refined  work were introduced on the TLE 
precision improvement, drag coefficient analysis, the covariance analysis and the space environment effect to the 
prediction accuracy, which improved the warning confidence to some extent. Some collision warning work during 
the space weather events was also introduced. 
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1  Introduction 

The number of space debris is increasing with more and more aerospace activities. According to SSN(Space 
Surveillance Network), the number of the catalog objects has reached to near 20000.The colliision risk  frequency of 
Pc>10-4 has reached to ten one month from once a month in 2009 for the satellites in China.Most of them is the false 
alarm.The collision between the catalog object and the spacecraft is catastrophic for the spacecraft. The collision 
warning is the main method of predicting the dangerous intersection, the avoidance is the main means of mitigating 
the risk. 

Many studies have been made because of the importance of the collision avoidance. Many units have founded the 
collision warning and analysis system which has been applied to their satellites based on the collision warning flow 
and specification. However the warning techniques and application have some problems. For example, the 2009 
collision between Iridium 33 and Cosmos 2251 satellite, after the event, many research departments studied the 
events and made the collision warning analysis for the event. But the results were different on the intersection epoch, 
the intersection distance and the collision probability. The differences were mainly due to the three factors: the data 
source, the orbit determination and prediction model and the error analysis method. So the warning precision and 
confidence improvement are the main problem in the current warning work[1]. 

This paper first introduced the collision warning work flow and the critical techniques, then some main work were 
given on TLE precision improvement, the drag parameter analysis, the covariance analysis, which improved the 
warning confidence to some extent. 

2  Collision warning flow and the critical techniques 

Collision warning is to analyze the collision risk between the satellite and space debris. The collision warning flow 
see Fig.1, it is as following: 

(1) Data collection is the first thing, including the orbital data, the environment parameter, the characteristic data, the 
error data and so on. Then these data would be imported to the database and the calculation would begin. 

(2)The warning criterion should be determined based on the warning task and the negotiation with the engineering 
department, then the warning task would be triggered, and the parallel computing would begin. 

(3)After the warning calculation finished, the dangerous intersection results would be filtered and the intersection 
results would be analyzed in detail. 

(4)Precise warning analysis would be made after determining the risk with update data and improved method. 

(5)After the danger confirmation, the information need report the corresponding departments. 
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(6)After the predicted intersection epoch, the warning evaluation need be made to improve the collision warning 
work. 

Now the collision warning work has developed for many years, some critical techniques, such as error analysis, 
probability calculation, warning threshold have been grasped. Many warning practices were made. Warning 
products can be provided for the different warning units. However the warning accuracy and confidence are the 
critical factors to limit the development of the warning project application. Their improvements need consider two 
main factors: one is the data accuracy, the other is the atmospheric model. The data improvement is to improve the 
ground-based and space-based surveillance ability. The improvement of the atmospheric model need more data. 
However the space environment changes are the main factor of affecting the atmospheric drag.On the other hand the 
error cope method is ctitical. 

Besides the surveillance ability improvement and the support of the high-precision model, how to improve the 
warning ability by improving the current method with the current data is the main problem in the current warning 
work. 

 

Fig.1 The collision warning flow 

3 Warning Technique Refined Analysis 

However the refined studies are mainly focus on two aspects, the first aspect is improving orbit prediction accuracy, 
which include TLE precision improvement analysis,space environment parameter and atmospheric model analysis, 
dag coefficient  and ballistic coefficient improvement analysis. The second aspect is refining collision probability 
computation, which include covariance  calculation and effect analysis, size and shape estimation,errors analysis and 
so on. We would introduce some work on the refined collision warning work. 

3.1 TLE precision improvement analysis[2] 

TLE is the only public and useful data in the collision warning work, it is the main data source in the warning filter. 
But it has low precision. Without the support of the high-precision data, how to make the collision warning analysis 
with TLEs is the main problem for many warning departments. TLE improvement is a valid method. 

TLE data is matched with SGP4/SDP4 model. The simplified SGP4/SDP4 model ignored the random errors 
produced by the high-order periodic terms perturbation, which can be removed by the statistical method. Prediction 
errors would decrease with the improved orbit and the high-precision prediction model. 

So the process of TLE precision improvement is as following: TLEs are regarded as the “true” data, the pseudo 
observation data with public TLE were produced. The improved orbit data were gotten with the high-precision 
numerical model by the orbit determination. The orbit predictions were made with the improved data and high-
precision model to improve the prediction accuracy and warning confidence. 
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The pseudo observation data were produced by refitting the orbit with the historical data. The fitting period 
determination method was given for the objects at the different orbit altitude. The prediction errors were given for 
the new orbit elements. The results demonstrated that the prediction accuracy had the large improvement, especially 
for > 1d prediction period. Fig.2 gave the Tiangong-1(TLE no 37820) statistical position errors with TLE+SGP and 
the modified TLE+ the numerical method. From the position errors, the modified TLE+ the numerical method was 
better. The position errors with TLE+SGP were 65km for 6d prediction period. The position errors with the 
modified TLE+ the numerical method were only 13km for 6d prediction period. 

 

Fig.2 37820 position prediction error statistic 

3.2 Satellite drag coefficient analysis[3] 

Atmospheric drag is the main error source of orbit determination and prediction for the LEO objects. The errors of 
the atmospheric model usually are 15%~30%, the errors would be larger in the solar maximum or magnetic storm 
which can be modified by resolving the satellite orbit data. The atmospheric model errors are correlated with the 
space environment parameter. The drag coefficient can compensated for it. The drag coefficient is the important 
parameter affecting the orbit prediction of LEO satellites which is gotten by the orbit determination. The drag 
coefficient was usually thought as invariable in the process of the orbit determination which would resulte in the 
errors of the prediction results. 

The relationship between the drag coefficient and space environment parameter were analyzed with the 
wavelet analysis. Then the correlation coefficients were gotten by the sliding analysis and the prediction period was 
determined. The relationship between the drag coefficient and environment parameter was gotten by the 
regression analysis method. The time period for the chosen data was determined in the regression model. The results 
represented that the gotten equation of the drag coefficient could improve the orbit prediction accuracy. 

Cd series were gotten with 55 day GPS orbit data of TianGong-1 at the different arc length. The environment 
parameter such as F107 and ap,Ap at the same period were made the wavelet decomposition at the high and low 
frequency different levels. The sliding correlation of the different level signal for the space environment parameter 
and Cd series was analyzed, the results represented that when the sliding value was 1d,2d, the drag coefficient of the 
wavelet decomposition and the corresponding F10.7 and Ap had the good lag correlation. So the Cd prediction by 
the F10.7 and Ap was possible.  

The analysis results represented that the geomagnetic index Ap and the drag coefficient series Cd was the negative 
correlation which meaned that the NRLMSIS-00 model at the zone of the low,medium latitude and 350km altitude, 
the ascent stage of the geomagnetic activity had the excessive response, the descent stage had the lack of the 
response. See Fig.3. 
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Fig.3 The boxplot of A ,p dC  sliding correlation  

The solar radiation flux F10.7 and the drag coefficient Cd had the strong positive correlation. At the low frequency 
and F107 ascent stage Cd series is stable, at the descent stage the Cd series decreased which showed that the 
NRLMSIS-00model responded appropriately at the rise stage and responded excessively at the descent stage. At the 
high-frequency part the strong positive correlation was given which showed the NRLMSIS-00 model responded 
insufficiently at the rise stage and stage the excessive response was showed at the decrease. See Fig.4. 
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Fig.4 The boxplot of 10.7 , df C  sliding correlation 

Sliding analysis found that the drag coefficient Cd had the lag correlation with the geomagnetic index Ap and the 
solar radiation flux. Comparing with Ap, the correlation of F107 was stronger. The sliding value was 2d,1d for the 
drag coefficient Cd to the geomagnetic index Ap and the solar radiation flux F107. So in the actual project 
application, Cd could be predicted for 1-2d with the observed space environment index. 

At last the multielement nolinear regression analysis was made for the different layer signals. The model was as Eq. 
1: 

5
2 2

0 1 1 2 1 3 2 4 2
1

d i i i i i i i i i
i

C x x x x    


                                                        (1) 

The regression analysis were made with the quadratic polynomial, in which, 1 2,i ix x was the layers of the signal; 

0 1 2 3 4, , , ,i i i i i     were the regression coefficient. Cd was gotten by adding the high-frequency and low frequency 
signal.The sample series length n was analyzed for the different regression model, Cd prediction residuals showed 
that Cd was the optimal when n=20d for the F107 single-element regression model. see Fig.5 and Tab.1. 
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Fig.5 The statistic of regression analyses and verification 

Tab.1 The prediction errors of position with different dC mode 

Prediction method Cd Prediction period/d X/m Y/m Z/m Position errors/m

Fixed value 2.2 1 5941829 3075328 -790634 2659.573 
Solved by OD 2.9304 1 5939655 3078517 -794101 2528.256 

Solved by regression 
analysis 

2.5544 1 5940775 3076875 -792316 144.9546 

The relationship between satellite drag coefficient and space environment parameter was analyzed based on the 
wavelet analysis. The method was given for the Cd prediction which solved the problem in the project application 
that the drag coefficient gotten by the orbit determination with the forepart data was used to the subsequent orbit 
prediction. That would induce the large errors in space environment volatile period. 

3.3 Ballistic Coefficient Improvement Analysis [4] 

The drag model is the largest error in the dynamics model of the LEO satellite. The errors of the ballistic coefficient 
and atmospheric density dominate the drag errors. The ballistic coefficient is very critical for the space object orbit 
determination and prediction which is especially prominent for the non-cooperative space object. The ballistic 
coefficient mean was calculated with TLE and the atmospheric density which solved the large error problem. The 
calculation equation was given with orbit perturbation acceleration equation and semi-major axis change equation, 
combined with the numerical integral, the derived equation was as Eq. 2: 

2

1

2

1

drag

2 2
BC

t
t

t

t t rt

a

a v t






 

 v
                                                                                  (2) 

Of which, dBC C A M ,Cd is the drag coefficient, A M  is the area-mass ratio, rv  is the velocity vector of satellite 

relative to the atmosphere. 2

1 drag
t
ta  is the semi-major axis change between t1 and t2,  is the atmospheric density at 

the position of some epoch, tv  is the satellite velocity at some epoch. 

The density in the above equation did not use the density at the perigee, but use the model calculated density 
discretized with some step, which reduced the errors of the model and made the ballistic coefficient more accurate. 

To verify the analysis, the two methods were used to calculate the ballistic coefficient BC in the process of TLE 
improvement.(1) the estimated BC which used the TLE simulated observation data, the ballistic coefficient was 
estimated in the process of the TLE improvement.(2) the BC mean, which meaned that the ballistic coefficient of the 
10d TLE series was calculated with the above method, the mean was gotten after deleting the abnormal values. The 
improved results would be compared to evaluate the two kinds calculation methods of the ballistic coefficient. The 
published TLEs was regarded as the reference orbit, T NE   was defined as the prediction position errors with 

TLE+SGP4 minus to the position errors with the improved elements+ the numerical method. T NE  ＞0 represented 

the prediction accuracy improved, the values were larger, the improved results were better. Fig.6 gave the prediction 
error T NE  changes with the two methods. From Fig.6,the prediction accuracy decreased with the ballistic 
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coefficient gotten by the first method, at the same situation, the prediction accuracy increased with the ballistic 
coefficient gotten by the second method compared with SGP4. 
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Fig.6 Errors comparison of two ballistic coefficient calculation methods 

3.4 Space Environment Effect to the prediction accuracy 

Solar activity burst induced the geomagnetic disturbance which made the atmospheric density change and further 
affect the orbit prediction accuracy. The complex space environment was classified as four types according to the 
F10.7 and Ap index. See Tab.2 

Tab.2 Space environment types 

Type F10.7>140 Ap>40 

00  N/0 N/0 

01 N/0 Y/1 

10 Y/1 N/0 

11 Y/1 Y/1 

Tab.3 gave the biggest prediction errors of different prediction periods under the four typical space environment. For 
the 00 and 10 type, the prediction errors were small and usually less than 2km for 1day prediction within 3 days of 
events. But for type 01 and 11 of the geomagnetic disturbance, the prediction errors were large and the space 
weather could last 3 days. 

Tab.3 Prediction Errors of different space environment types 

Type 
0~1d 1~2d 2~3d 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

00 0.51 0.78 1.38 0.65 1.76 3.46 1.80 3.09 2.03 7.70 1.12 3.33 

01 10.04 4.88 4.46 -- 38.70 22.09 -- -- 77.42 -- 99.21 -- 

10 2.02 1.72 1.63 0.60 6.15 7.83 4.32 1.96 9.70 18.22 7.76 3.04 

11 5.98 4.07 5.24 1.00 29.34 4.37 18.08 2.18 61.20 6.86 37.05 3.96 

3.5 Covariance Calculation and Effect Analysis[5] 

In the current collision warning work, the collision probability is often the important criterion of space object 
dangerous intersection. The prediction covariance accuracy affected the collision probability directly. So the 
reasonable covariance calculation method is the very meaningfully for improving the collision warning accuracy. 

Two kinds of prediction covariance were analyzed. (1) The orbit was predicted with the high-precision orbit data 
and numerical model, then the predicted elements and the high-precision elements were compared. (2)The orbit was 
predicted with TLEs and SGP4/SDP4  prediction model. The prediction position and velocity was compared with 
TLEs. The prediction covariance was gotten  statistically with 1-7 day prediction period. Combined with the TG-1 
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dangerous intersection, the effect of the covariance accuracy to the warning was analyzed with the different 
covariance. See Tab.4 and Tab.5. 

The position covariance comparison found with the two kinds of methods that the precision by the high-precision 
data combined with the numerical methods is highest. When the prediction period is 1 day, the U sigma is about 2 
km. 

The two kinds of position covariance were used to the collision warning calculation. From the collision probability 
when the prediction model is fixed, the covariance is the main factor which would lead to the different collision 
probability. Different orbit data and prediction model can calculate the different covariance. So it is meaningful to 
improve the accuracy of space debris collision warning based on the covariance with the different prediction model 
and orbit data. 

Tab.4 Forecast standard deviation of different forecast period 

Errors/km 1d 2d 3d 4d 5d 6d 7d 

TLE 
error 

U
 

2.0094    7.0345      12.6824      21.8937      33.5268     48.0932      68.7278     

N
 

0.0937 0.2164 0.3322 0.4440 0.5807 0.7584 0.9972 

W
 

0.1281 0.2823 0.4268 0.5603 0.7051 0.8550 1.0052 

High 
precision 

data 
error 

U
 

1.2039 3.5739 7.8454 13.5963 20.2548 28.1308 37.6423 

N
 

0.0287 0.0459 0.0578 0.0856 0.1061 0.1428 0.2196 

W
 

0.0312 0.0165 0.0344 0.0315 0.0316 0.0455 0.0271 
Tab. 5  Collision probability of different covariance 

Pc of satellite 
dangerous intersection 

The calculated covariance matrix 
Pc 

The  correlation coefficient of the 
covariance matrix is zero  

Pc 
High precision data 
covariance 
TLE covariance 

1.387398×10-5 
1.438180×10-6 

1.442304×10-5 
1.390196×10-6 

Space debris covariance propagation can be gotten by UT transform method of Unscent Kalman Filter, the linear 
covariance method based on Jacobian transform and Monte Carlo method, and for the errors  in covariance 
evolution for LEO objects , the initial covariance is main for short-time prediction and the model covariance is  main 
for long-time prediction. The distribution of the propagated covariance is non-gaussian for long time prediction with 
the large initial errors. Gaussian mixture model(GMM) can cope the problem which split a Gaussian distribution 
into a weighted sum of smaller Gaussian sub-distributions. Total Pc can be gotten accurately by computing Pc 
among Gaussian sub-distributions which are weighted and propagated to TCA. Tab.6 gave the Pc with Different 
method for two cases, from the table, we can see, the result with the GMMs method is near to the MC method. 

Tab.6 Pc with Different method for two cases  

Propagation method  
Case  

Lincon  UKF  Gaussian-Mixture  
(500points)  

MC 
（10e8points）  

Gaussian covariance  0.044385  0.04438565  0.0444  0.044498913  

Non-Gaussian 
covariance

5.054e-005  4.83e-005  1.2e-004  1.2e-004  

3.6 The collision warning during space weather events 

The Space weather event usually caused by the solar abruption and the orbit predciction errors for the LEO objects 
would increase which would affect the collision warning accuracy.The space weather event in March 1989 was a 
serious event, with a daily AP value of 246 and the largest 3-hour ap index of 400, F10.7 = 253. The space weather 
event resulted in the catalog loss of thousands of space objects. We analyzed the change of drag coefficient in 
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catalog data, and found that the drag coefficient of most objects increased after space weather events, and the 
increase range was related to the characteristic of objects. Space weather events can lead to a large increase in the 
prediction error of the orbit of catalog objects. Most of the predicted intersection events  in the early stage of space 
weather events would no longer exist. The accuracy of early warning calculation under space weather events is very 
important. Tab.7 gives the results of the intersection between object 3530 and 4666 with the data of different update 
epochs. It can be seen from the table that the space weather event causes the calculated intersection distance to 
increase from less than 10km initially to 80km with the nearest data to  TCA. 

Tab.7 Intersection information change between object 3530 and 4666 with different data 

No Object 1 Object 2 
The intersection 

epoch 
The intersection

Distance(km) 
The intersection
Velocity(km/s)

The intersection 
Angle(degree) 

Update epoch 

1 3530 4666 1989/03/14 21:36:30 4.23 3.7671 28.9648 1989/03/13 00:57:51

2 3530 4666 1989/03/14 21:36:30 0.81 3.7685 28.9765 1989/03/13 02:09:45

3 3530 4666 1989/03/14 21:36:29 16.21 3.7642 28.9466 1989/03/13 16:16:01

4 3530 4666 1989/03/14 21:36:26 81.33 3.7463 28.8118 1989/03/14 00:46:03

5 3530 4666 1989/03/14 21:36:24 79.32 3.7478 28.8236 1989/03/14 02:27:59

BSTAR in TLEs can be obtained by fitting the orbits in orbit determination over many observations. But it is 
invariant in prediction process. Errors are small for the quiet space weather, while large for space weather event 
duration. So modification of BSTAR is necessary during space weather event. We may get the mean BSTAR in the 
prediction period by the means of the feed-forward back propagation neural networks (BP neural network) using the 
historical TLE data. By inputting the historical the Bstar value and the corresponding epoch which were included in 
the TLE data, the output is the Bstar value at the given prediction epoch. The intersection between objects 3530 and 
4666 is analyzed as an example. Table 8 is the chosen data.  

Tab.8 The used  TLE data  of object 3530 and 4666  
No TLE data 

Object 1 
1 03530U 68097  A 89072.09010180 0.00000380 -00000-0  16854-3 0  9995 
2 03530 062.3215 359.3450 1025487 143.3841 224.1908 12.83674236954615 

Object 2 
1 04666U 70089  J 89072.04017606 0.00076053 -00000-0  15002-1 0  9997 
2 04666 062.8941 328.7617 0463047 002.0502 358.2525 14.11426888896074 

From Table 8, BSTAR1 of object 3530 is 16854-3 and BSTAR2 of object is  15002-1. BSTAR1 and BSTAR2 in 
fact can only represent the drag term before their data  epochs. With the neural network means, we fit the BSTAR 
according to the historical data, and then predict the BSTAR to the intersection epoch for the intersection objects. 
We got the new mean BSTAR. Tab.9 gave the collsion warning results comparison.The first line is the warning 
results with the published BSTAR, the seconde line gave the warning results with the adjusted BSTAR. The new 
collision intersection distance became 57.5km with the adjusted BSTAR compared to the 79.3km with  the nearest 
data. The intersection errors have become smaller from about 79km to about 23km. 
Tab.9 The collsion warning results comparison between object 3530 and 4666 with published and adjusted BSTAR 
No Object 1 BSTAR1 Object 2 BSTAR2 The intersection epoch The intersection distance(km) 

1 3530 16854-3 4666 15002-1 1989/03/14 21:36:30.097 0.81 

2 3530 25281-3 4666 22503-1 1989/03/14 21:36:28.319 57.5 

3.Conclusion 

This paper gave the work flow and studied development for the current collision warning work. The main problems 
were put forward. Then some work were introduced in the recent years including the TLE precision improvement, 
the drag parameter improvement analysis, the covariance computation analysis and space Environment Effect to the 
prediction accuracy, which improved the warning accuracy and confidence to some extent.At last,some collision 
warning work during the space weather events  were introduced. 
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